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Carcinoid tumor of appendix present as acute appendicitis:
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Abstract
Background: Carcinoid tumors are neuro-endocrine origin and appendix is one of its common sites. Carcinoid tumor of the appendix still pursue with the curiosity in spite of their
low occurrence rate. Nearly all appendiceal carcinoids pretty much always silent on clinical
presentation and found incidentally at histopathology. Our study focus was to present our
experience clinico-pathological behavior, dissemination of tumor and treatment protocols of
carcinoid tumor of appendix as managed at university teaching hospital.
Material and Methods: A retrospective study of 1,406 appendectomies performed in tertiary care single centre in Ziauddin University and hospital Karachi, considered period from
August 2005 to December 2016. Study of 11 patients with histo-pathologically established
diagnosis of carcinoid tumor of the appendix. Reviewed the surgical records, analysis of
demographic data, clinical presentation, histopathology, operative records and consequences
was presented.
Result: Among the 1,406 appendectomies 11(0.78%) carcinoid tumor of appendix were
identified, 7 (58.3%) male and 5 (41.6%) female patients. All the patients with a carcinoid
tumor posed with the characteristics indicative of acute appendicitis, diagnosis established on
histopathology after appendectomy. Additionally no more surgery was necessitated while all
these tumors < 1cm and base of the appendix was not involved.
Conclusion: Our data confirmed the good prognosis as reported in literature. Nearly all
carcinoid tumor of appendix frequently present as acute appendicitis. In most of the cases
carcinoid found incidentally in histopathology and diagnosis is presumed seldom prior to
histopathology. Carcinoid tumor of appendix can be cured by simple appendectomy if tumor
size is less than 1 cm.
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Introduction:
pathologically carcinoid tumor of appendix is
Carcinoid tumors are the most frequently oc- mostly entero-chromaffin type cells and discurring neuroendocrine tumors of the gastroin- similar from neuro-endocrine tumor of other
testinal tract and area of persistent curiosity in organs.10 However it is occasional entity and
the surgery field. Carcinoid tumors are originat- incidentally detected in histo-pathology after
ed from primitive stem cells in the wall of gas- appendectomy. It is observed the most frequent
trointestinal tract. Despite that it may be found type of primary tumor of appendix and found in
in some other sites such as the lungs, mediasti- 0.3 to 0.9% of patients, experienced appendicecnum, liver, pancreas, thymus, bronchus, kidneys, tomy surgery.11
ovaries, and prostate. Carcinoid tumor is most
frequent malignancy affecting the appendix.1-7 Material and Methods:
Usually arise from sub-epithelial endocrine cells A retrospective study of 1,406 appendectomies
in the lamina propria and submucosa.8,9 Histo- performed in tertiary care single centre in Ziaud-
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Table 1: Characteristics of Carcinoid Tumor of appendix

Carcinoid tumor of appendix

n=1406 appendectomies

Incidence Rate n (%)
Male
Female

11(0.78%)
7 (58.3%)
5 (41.6%)

Gender Ratio
M/F

1.4:1

Mean age + SD
Male
Female

27.4 + 13.41
37.8 + 9.36

Location
Tip of the appendix
Middle third of appendix

8(72.7%)
3(27.7%)

Mean Tumor Size (diameter)/ Range
Less than 0.5 cm
Less than 1 cm

0.4 cm (0.2-1cm)
5(45.4%)
6(54.5%)

Clinical Presentation
Acute Appendicitis
Other sign symptoms

11(100%)
0(0%)

Management/Surgery
Appendectomy
Other Surgery/Further surgery

11(100%)
0(0%)

Histopathology (Tumor Infiltration)
Submucosa and Muscularis propria
Serosa

9(81.8%)
2(18.18%)

din University and hospital Karachi, considered
period from August 2005 to December 2016.
Study of eleven patients with histopathologically established diagnosis of carcinoid tumor
of the appendix. Reviewed the surgical records,
analysis of demographic data, clinical presentation, histopathology, operative records and consequences was presented.
Results:
Among the 1,406 appendectomies 646(45.94%)
female and 760(54.05%) was male, 11(0.78%)
appendiceal carcinoid tumors were identified, 7 (58.3%) male and 5 (41.6%) female patients with a mean age+SD is 27.4+13.41 and
37.8+9.36 years respectively, range 42(12-54)
and 23(25-48) years respectively. Male and female ratio is 1.4:1. All the patients with a carcinoid tumor posed with the characteristics indicative of acute appendicitis, diagnosis established
on histopathology after appendectomy. Additionally no more surgery was necessitated while
all these tumors < 1cm and base of the appendix
was not involved. In (8/11) patients the common site of tumor in appendix was tip of the appendix with a mean diameter of tumor was 0.4

cm (range 0.2-1.0 cm) and (3/11) located in the
middle third. The tumor was less than 0.5 cm in
diameter in five patients and less than 1 cm in
diameter in six patients. The tumor infiltration
in 9 patients was limited to the submucosa and
muscularis propria, but serosa was involved in 2
patients. There was no proof of tumor invaded
into the mesoappendicular fat, no lymph node
involvement, no metastases seen in any patient.
The 3-years follow up was accomplished in 2
patients, 3 were completed one years follow up
and 6 patients were lost during follow up. All 5
patients those completed follow up were alive,
well and disease free during a follow up.
Discussion:
Carcinoid tumor of appendix is a distinctive
tumor and dissimilar from that are confront
at a different place in the gastrointestinal tract
distinguished as it is a quite frequent, mostly
sluggish behavior, manifestation in adolescents
and female supremacy tendency.12,13 Carcinoid
tumor of appendix regarded as 32 to 57% of all
tumors of appendix.12,14 It frequently find unexpectedly throughout the 4th or 5th decade
of life even as an incidental intra-operatively
but surgery carried out for some other intention.15 One previous study reported, mean age
of tumor is 42- year.9 In literature reported a
male preponderance with male to female ratio
is 4:1.16,17 Almost all patients are asymptomatic
with carcinoid tumor of the appendix, probably due to the exact site of tumor in tie-up to
the base of the appendix; tremendously 75% are
situated in distal third of the appendix, there is
danger of obstruction is less, rest of situated in
the middle third, and < 10% situated at the base
of the appendix.15 This tumor had vague and
clinically non-bspecific presentation, possibly
not distinguishable from the features of acute
appendicitis. This tumor mostly diagnosed incidentally intra-operatively or post-operatively
in histopathology after surgery as treated for
acute appendicitis.17,18 Another study reported
the same.16 As in our study we had similar findings. Carcinoid syndrome occurs with carcinoid
tumor in < 10% of patients.19 In literature, carcinoid syndrome may be seen in patients with
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liver metastases in < 2% of carcinoid tumor of
appendix.18 Carcinoid tumor manifested with
minimal metastatic capability and for that reason it is found infrequently with metastases.8,17 It
is a feature characteristic of carcinoid tumor previse aggressive response comprises histological
sub-type, size of tumor and tumor insertion in
mesoappendix.11 As stated in latest guidelines,
only appendectomy is sufficient for the management of carcinoid tumor if tumor is less than l
cm. Extensive surgery indicated if tumor size is
greater than 2cm, involvement of lymph node
or mesoappendix, if resection margins is tumor
positive, and high mitosis with cellular pleomorphism.20 Endanger of tumor metastasis is zero
if tumor ≤ 1 cm, increase danger of metastasis
if tumor ≥ 2 cm, metastasis set out from 20%85%.21 Almost 1/3 of carcinoid tumor if greater
than 2 cm, presents with nodal and distant metastasis, and right hemicolectomy is indication
as an adequate management8,20,22 Treatment of
the tumor if size is 1-2 cm still continue to talk
over; so additionally extensive management
with right hemicolectomy is frequently put into
practice predominantly in adolescents.22,23 Further prognostic characteristics like gender and
depth of tumor infiltration may be employed
into management as appendectomy or right
hemicolectomy.24 The enormous patients of carcinoid tumor of appendix no need of any more
distant surgery or treatment after simple appendectomy. The prognosis of carcinoid tumor of
appendix is considerably better than carcinoid
tumor of midgut.19 The reported calculated survival is five years for localized tumor, regional
metastasis and distant metastasis to be 92%,
81% and 31% respectively.7 In our study all the
patients were alive and tumor free through a follow up of 36 months. Briefly carcinoid tumor of
appendix appeared most frequently as sign and
symptoms of acute appendicitis. In almost all
cases it is found incidentally in histopathology
and its diagnosis is hardly presumed prior to histopathology evaluation. In spite of the fact that
carcinoid tumor of appendix has an extremely
good prognosis but attention for regular screening should be given for these patients because
frequency of correlated synchronous tumor and
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metachronous colorectal tumor is outrageous
13 to 33%.7,8,12,14
Conclusion:
Our data supported the good prognosis as reported in literature. Nearly all carcinoid tumor
of appendix frequently presented as acute appendicitis. In most of the cases carcinoid found
incidentally in histopathology and diagnosis is
presumed seldom prior to histopathology. Carcinoid tumor of appendix can be managed by
only appendectomy if tumor size is less than
01cm and base of the appendix was not engulfed.
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